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This undated handout released by Yonsei University
Museum shows fishing net sinkers unearthed at Maedun
cave in the eastern county of Jeongseon in June. — AFP 

Photo shows cat figurines called “maneki-neko” at the Gotokuji temple in Tokyo. — AFP photos

A woman looking at cat figurines called “maneki-neko” at the Gotokuji temple
in Tokyo.

A woman looking at cat figurines called “maneki-neko” . Photo shows wooden votive tables called “ema” with wishes and images of
cats on them at the Gotokuji temple in Tokyo.

Tokyo’s Gotokuji temple has long attracted spiritual
visitors with its thousands of figurines of beckoning
white cats, thought to bring good luck. But of late it

has brought in another breed: Instagrammers. Around
10,000 figurines of white cats seated with one paw raised
are stacked and strewn around the temple, providing
tempting fodder for social media mavens from Japan and
abroad. “I actually Googled ‘Instagram spots Tokyo’,” said
Emily Lin, a 25-year-old tourist from Hong Kong.

“This was named one of the most ‘Instagrammable
spots.’”  “These cats are like a symbol of luck in the
Japanese culture,” she added, looking for new angles to
capture the copious cats. Ying-Chi Hsueh, 31, a photogra-
phy student from Taiwan, also said he had been drawn to
the temple by the photogenic felines.  “I saw a picture on
Instagram and I came here using Google Maps,” he said.
They were among dozens of visitors there the week before
Wednesday’s International Cat Day, snapping shots of the
temple’s “maneki-neko” or “beckoning cat” figurines.

Temple lore says the popularity of the figures was
inspired by an event at Gotokuji in the 15th century. The
priest at the time kept a cat called Tama, which according

to legend one day strolled out of the temple and raised its
right paw to beckon a powerful samurai lord inside-
moments before a thunderstorm stuck. Impressed by the
cat who had helped him escape the storm, the lord became
a patron of the temple.

Tama the cat has been immortalized as a stylized white
cat figure considered a symbol of good luck in Japan and
across Asia, usually depicted sitting on his back legs with
one paw raised. The figurines are often spotted in busi-
nesses and some versions feature a paw that moves back
and forth. “The maneki-neko gives you the chance to
appreciate what you have, the people you meet,”
Gotokuji’s deputy priest Tessai Kasukawa told AFP. “The
feeling of appreciation will bring you good luck.” And the
feline figurines have certainly brought luck to the temple,
which says it is seeing a growing number of visitors.
“Now with the Tokyo Olympics coming up (in 2020), we
receive many international visitors. They spread the word
about the temple, making this place globally famous,”
Kasukawa said. — AFP

ASingapore online store selling ivory jewelry has
sparked uproar, with an animal rights group yes-
terday slamming the shop for offering products

made from “tortured” elephants. Ivory Lane offers ear-
rings for Sg$160 ($120) and necklaces for Sg$800
($585), and insists its products are made from ivory that
was obtained before 1990, when an international ban on
the trade began. It is still legal in Singapore to export
and import products made from ivory sourced before the
ban took effect. The shop’s Facebook page shows a pic-
ture of women wearing the items, with the message:

“Ivory is a secret desire for most girls.”
But consumers in the affluent city-state reacted with

outrage, flooding the store’s page with hundreds of angry
comments and demanding its closure. The demand for
ivory, particularly in Asia, has contributed significantly to
the decline in elephant populations worldwide. “This is an
outrageous business! You are creating demand for a prod-
uct made from a terrible human practice!” Facebook user
Laura Goddard wrote on Ivory Lane’s page on the social
networking site.

Jason Baker, a spokesman for campaign group People

for the Ethical Treatment of Animals (PETA), questioned
who would want to collect “fragments of a tortured, dead
elephant”. “Vintage ivory sends the same, unacceptable
message as new ivory-that it is ok to maim and kill animals
for the sake of vanity,” he told AFP. In a statement issued
Monday, Ivory Lane’s owner Ivy Chng noted the “unhap-
piness” online but insisted that the ivory she was selling
was “completely legal” in Singapore. “We only offer the
purest form of ivory, sourced from the natural environ-
ments of central Africa,” she said. — AFP

Armed with makeup brushes and pencils, skin artist
and illusionist Mirjana Kika Milosevic gets to
work on her own torso, sketching elaborate knots

and making chunks of her flesh disappear, earning her
videos millions of views on YouTube. The self-taught
makeup artist, 36, from Smederevo, an industrial town 70
kilometers south of Belgrade, now earns enough through
her art to dedicate herself fully to it.

Milosevic started several years ago by painting a hole
on her thigh and posting photos on Instagram - leaving
viewers puzzling over whether it was real or not. After
huge interest she decided to do more. “Ever since I was a
kid, I liked to draw on unusual surfaces and avoided
drawing on paper,” she said. Her illusion “Knotted Body”
has received more than 12 million YouTube views and she
has created illusions for Disney and the horror film char-
acter Chucky. — ReutersArchaeologists excavating a cave in South Korea

have found evidence that  suggests  human
beings were using sophisticated techniques to

catch fish as far back as 29,000 years ago, much earli-
er than experts previously thought. Carbon dating
procedures  on the fourteen l imestone s inkers ,
unearthed in the eastern county of Jeongseon in June,
have pushed back “the history of fishing by nets by
some 19,000 years”, Yonsei University Museum direc-
tor Han Chang-gyun told AFP. Previously, researchers
had excavated sinkers-stones used to weigh down nets
for catching fish-in Japan’s Fukui Prefecture and South
Korea’s Cheongju city, but those discoveries were all
dated back to the Neolithic Era and believed to be
around 10,000 years old, Han said.

“This discovery suggests humans in the Upper

Paleolithic era were actively catching fish for their diet”,
he added. The limestone sinkers, each weighing between
14 to 52 grams and with a diameter of 37 to 56 millime-
ters, had grooves carved into them so they could be tied
to the bottom of nets and used to catch small fish such
as minnows in shallow streams, he said.

Researchers also found fossilized bones belonging to
fish and other animals, as well as stone tools and flakes,
inside the Maedun cave, he said.

Prior to the South Korean find, the oldest fishing
implements were believed to be fishing hooks, made
from the shells of sea snails, that were found on a
southern Japanese island and said to date back some
23,000 years. —AFP
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